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.{BSTRAC T:

Offshore rvind ranches along with serirs-inttr{c}nnected constructs are lealh'

motivating setups because tough together with i;ricey abroad substatiolis lna)' be

removed. Within this paper, a tooi cc)nsistelicy transi.ormer (MFT)-positioned rvind

power- change tool is really recomlnended tbr such wind ranches based upon existing

source converters. The present minute setup contains a tool voltage sturdy magnetic

synchronized electric generator that is in truth atfixed to a reduced passive rectifier,

an MFT-based cascaded convefier, in addition to an onshore existing source inverter.

Besides meeting routine monitoring objectives (max power aspect monitoring, dc-

link existing surveillance. along with ii-r addrtion receptive electrical po\,\rer

standard), this research studv trildcav(,'rs lo mal<e cefiain continually dispersed

electrical power in addition to present sharing arnor-igst tile component elements gave

the put structure fi'orn the MF'f-Llased c<invefier" On tcp of that, this research str-rdy

thoroughly examines the exceilent qualiry from decoupling in between the

voltage/power haflxonizing from the mobile convefier along with in addition the
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ABSTRACT:

Primary aim of the paper is to generate the qualit-y'of power fiom the rene\\-able energv

resource, the wind s)/stelx is considered here. In general the systern is operated in trvo mode

conditions i. standalone mode ii. Grid connected mode. This paper explains the control of a

standalone system using fwo different control schemes namely a. generator side control

scheme b. load side control scheme. Which ;rie helps to regulate cutput voltage levels and

power delivered to ioad with any disturbance s even in the variations caused in the input side,

The MATLAB platform is used for the testing control strategy. The purpose of control is to

adjust the inverter voltage's amplitude and frequency at a l'ariable speecl of the rvind. This

article presents a Generalized Predictive Ccirtrol application to a u'ind power converting

system with emphasis otr the l\ulaxi:rri-itl'i i:'t];",:r i:'ci*i Tracking (MPPT). The controller

developed consists RST regulatclr obtairled flliC-

Keywords: MATLAB, RSC, GSC, PLL, Grid, BES.
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circuit [12-14]. Multiplexers are used in wide variety of

ufpti.atioos iike adderi, multipliers, comaunication' digital

,iiout pto".tsing etc. [15-19] Based on the seiection signal

--rrttipt"r.t will select the input <1ata and passes it to the output'

ff,. i..r.rr". of fault in a multiple'xer causes invalid data at the

""tput. 
The multiplexer should be t'ault secure so thal it gives

vulid data at the output even though faults are preseni in it' The

p"fo it organized as follows' The self checking trultiplexer

described ii section II, Proposed layout of the self repairing

multiplexer I atd2are explained in section Illand IV' The layout

unJ 
"quluuf."t 

circuit simulation results are discussed in section

V. Fin-ally conclusion is given in section VI'

}I. SELFCHECKTNGMULI IPLEXER

Self checking multiplexer was proposed in [6]' This self

checking multiplerer designed by using four transmission gates

and an iiverter as shown in fig' t ' When CS is iorv SON is passed

to SN. Similarlywhen CS is high SIN is passed to SN' Tlius it

implements the function of multiplexer' In this self checking

*rrlripl.*.. q'hen SN and SN-bar are same then it shows the

pr.**.. of a fault. By using this structure oniy fault is detecied

ura .un't be repairable. To make the multiplexer self repairing

two <lifferent $fuctures are proposed' The CS bar signal is the

inverted signal of CS.

Fig. I

To get high sPeed the

possibie" SimilarlY ter
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.lbsaact-Lsizag VLSI mo;:e number sf tl:a*sistoi:s can be

embedded on a siagle chip. As tfoe space betrB-een transistors or

cirruits decreasing the system or chip !s rnorc susceptible ta

faults" Fau,lt taler;rnt sistems required to avoid inaecurate

res*Its. llultiplexer is * ievice n'iricir selects lnput sigr:als irased

or select sigrat. tlre existing papers deai with oaiy selfchecki*g

muttipiexei In this p*per a setf repairing 2: L aluitiptexer which

can repair perrnar:ent and fransient faillts is propesetl' Two

differeata::chitecturesareproposed{orsetrfrepairi*g
*oiripi*r*.. First architeciure is haviag *ddidonal circuitrv to

repair the tauli !n multiplexer' ln secoad--architecture the

A"ileing bloeks of muitiplexer like OR and AliD gates ifself are

self replairable' Thes* self' repairing multlpiexer archi€e*tures

ean detect and rep*ir the single *nd mutrtiple faults' The

proposed archittctures gire iOG% error-recol'er-v' ?he circuits

are simutated using Cadence tooi and verilied the {'unetianalitl"

lndexTerms*VLSI,Faalt,Err*r'Selfchecking'Selfrepairing'

I.INTRODUCTION

S the technology is scaling down, chip density is increasing

A ,o ti.ut millionf of transistors are enrbedded on a single die'

fL1* yieirl may decrease dtte to process

variations, deviatirm in parameters and lithographic effects

113]. This advanced rnicroelectronic technologies more

susceptible to faults [4].
The response oia circuit may be invalid because ofpresence

of faults iS-Sl. Thi. leads to inaccurate results' Fault secure

*yrr.rn, are Yery much needed to withstand faults [9i0]' So the

*ltf.i.".ta.rg and repairing is neccssary for correct operation of

the circuit. Ii self checkin! th" Ault is detected by circuit itseif

ana in ,ef repairing the circuit can repair itself and produces

carrect outpuiittl' The overall circuit performance depends on

intiividual gates of the circuit' Using small number of gates for

a.rlgn 
"u.rlrrcrease 

the performance in terms of delay' area and

power.

used at circuit level

Self checking multiPlexer [6]
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ABSTRACT:

Researches in past revie*ed for base isolation analysis using response spectrum it is found that

the design in.ancient time are not sure and safe due to iake of technoiogy and lesser software

analysis availabilities. some countries applied base isolation fhese days and the building response

constructed with base isolation performed better atpracticalground. The response of base isolated

building is lesser in terms of amplitude and the cost of the building can also be optirnized- Many

researchers studied for this subject and they concluded that base isolation must be applied in

criticar seismic zones afld the isolators must be used to save lives and properties. trt is seen that

Indian construction practices are racking to appiy use of base isolation in buiiding design' It is

suggested in the end that it must be motivated to study and research base isolaticn in Indian

constrains and conditions.

Keywards:Singtecolumn'sywemetrical,eccentriclogds,StaadPro."

1. INTRODUCTXON:

Tuned. mass dampers have been widely

used for vibration control in mechanical

engineering systems. In recent years, Tuned Mass

Dampers theory has been adopted to reduce

vibrations of tall buildings and other civil

ls$[u ?347*3657
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engineering structures. Dlmamic absorbers and

tuned mass dampers are the realizations of tuned

absorbers and tuned dampers for structural

vibration control aPPlications'

The inertial, resilient, and dissipative

elements in such devices are: mass, spring and

L

PM
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.\BSTR{.CT:

Shear wall systems are one of the most cofl]monly us(rd lateral load resisting systems

in high-rise buildings. Shear walls have very high in plane stiffness and strength,

which can be used to simultaneously resist large horizontal loads and support gravity

1oads, making them quite advantageous in many structural engineering appXications.

There are lots of literatrres available to design and analyze the shear w4trtr. F{owever,

the decision about the location of shear wall in multi-storey building is not rnuch

discussed in any literatures. In this paper, therefore, main focus is to determine the

solution for shear wall location in multi-storey building. In this study, a G+ L0

storeyed reinforced concrete (RC) building with varying ground strope as *', 5o, 10o,

15o and 20" without shear wal1s and incorporating shear wa1ls syrnr$etricaliy in ptan

and at peripheral corners have beea considered for the analysis. tsuildings are

designed as per IS 456:2000 and later subjected to earthquake loads. The modeltring

and anaiysis of the building has been carried by Liner Static, Linear Dynarnic

analysis (Response SPectrum and
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,{BSTRACT:

Now a day,s many tal1 structures and high rise towers are being built all around the globe

.Wind piays a criticai position in design of tali struotures because of its dyramic nature. The effeci

of wind is predominant on tall structures depending on location of the strrrcture, height of the

structure. In this paper equivalent static method is used for evaluation of wind loads on buildings

with various ratios. The aspect ratio may be various with the aid of changing nilmber of bays'

Aspect ratio 1, Z, 3 were considered for present research. The analysis is accomplished the usage

of STAAD pRo. The high rise building with a long lifetime may be exposed to one or more

extreme peril. Traditionaliy; specifications individually treated the multiple extreme hazards

according to c.ontrolling load case. Thus, the ability of high rise buildings designod by the current

codes to face the combined threats of earthquake and wind is rather impreeise. Ttris paper presents

a multrhazard-based framework to assess the darnage risk of high rise buildings which can be

broken into three parts: the modelli ng of hazards and the damage probability computation. Modern

tall buildings have efficient structural systems, and utilize high-strength materials, resulting in

reduced building height, and thus, become more slender and flexible with low damping. These

flexible buildings are very sensitive to wind excitation and earthquake load causing discornfort to

the building occuPants.

Keywords: Tult building, sTAAD Pro, Damage, earthqaake, multiple lauds,
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I.INTRODUCTION
India supervision has up-scaied the goal of renewable

power capacity near 175 GW by the yeat 2022 which
incorporates 100 GW as of ,60 GW as of hydro, 10 GW from
bio-power and 5 GW from small hydro-power. The capacity
goal of 100 GW put in the National Solar Mission (JNNSM)

want mainly comprise of 40 GW Rooftop and 60 GW due to

Large and Medium Scale Grid Connected Solar Power

Projects. With this ambitious goal, India wili develop into one

of the iargest Green Energy producers in the world,
surpassing several developed countries. The total investment
in setting up 100 GW will be around Rs.6, 00,000 crore. India
ellcourages The Research and Development efforts of the

Ministry are directed towards technology development and

demonstration, leading to commercializatiott, apart from
strengthening the capacity of R&D/Academic Institutions and

industry for taking up advanced research for technology

development. The ultimaie goai is to reduce the cost and

improve efficiency in the near fut.re. The prominent projects

taken up include advanced research and demonstration of
higher efficiency solar cells, solar thermal power generation,

hydrogen energy storage and fuel celis development,

development and deployment of improved biomass cook

stoves, etc. Research & development activities have been

taken up with national laboratories, universities, scientific &
educational institutions & industry for improvements in the

reneu,able energy systems and products. The focus is on

improved efficiency, cost reduction and technology transfer

and demonstration for their comrner cialization l1 -21.

In this paper, a system is proposed in which and

solar based hybrid power generation system is

t 21 {201 8) s ts3{}-5 i 531

ABSTRACT
The sustainable power sowce systerns (RESs) a,e an appeaLing alternative to energize the

group as they are condition amicable, free of cosi, and aii-ovem.r:ning. The effectiveness

of these vitality sysrems is low and can be enhanced by coordinating them in parallel. In
this paper, hydro (7.5kW) and PV (10kW) a.re taken as RESs and associated with the

utility gdd. Because of the discontinuous idea of both the hydro arrd photovoitaic energy

sources, utility grid is associated with the system for guaranteeing the ceaseiess power

stream. The hydro power generation system uses the 3-phase synchronous machine and

converters. The AC/DC/AC converter is used as interface to connect the hy-dro turbine to

the utility grid to adjust the generated voltage to the utility grid voltage. The solar

generation system is the cornbination of PV array, boost converter, and solar inverter.

The control of both the hydro and solar power plants is provided through the constarrt

c6rrent controiler. The analysis has been done to verify the existence of the proposed

sysiem. Resuits demonstrate that the proposed system is able to be put into service and

can feed the community.
@ 2018 Elixir An rights reserved.

Similarly the power generation using the hydro energy

gives better efficiency in rainy seasons. Hence, the parallel

combination of these two energy systems has been adopted,

and for the continuous power flow grid is also connected. In
the summer, the grid connected solar system supplies the

power to the load, and hydro system will be disconnected. In
rainy days the grid connected hydro system supplies the

power to the loa4 and solar system will be disconnected. In
other seasons, grid connected the solar and hydro systems are

able to deliver the power to the consumer. Hence, it is good

option to adopt the proposed system for supplying continuous
power to the consumer. The solar power generation system

contributes power of about l0 kW. It consists of PV array and

solar inverter controlled by constant current controller' The

hydro system has the 3-phase synchronous generator (SG)

and back to back converter (combination of Rectifier and

inverter) as an interfacing device for integrating the hydro

system into the utility grid. The hydro power generation

system contributes 7.5 kW power.

II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

Optimal Modeling of Grid Connected DC Coupled PVIF{yde'o F{ybrid
Pawer Systcm

K Krishna Reddy
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DESIGN AND FABRICATION OF E,LECTROMAGNETIC BRAKING SYSTEM
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Abstract : An ekctromagnetic brake is a new and revolutionary concepl These are totally friction less. Electromagnetic brakes are the

brakes working on the ekctric po$'er & magnetic power. An Electromugnetic Braking system uses Magnetic force to engage the

brake, but thi power rcquired for braking is transmitted manually. Electromagnetic braking system is a modetn technologt braking

system used in tight -oto, & heouy motor vehicles. This system is a combinstion of electro-mechanical concepts. The frequency of
icciden* is now-a-days increasing due to inefftcient bruking system. It is apperent that the electromagnetic btake is an

essential complement to the safe braking of heavy vehicles. It aims to minimize the brake failure to avoid the road accidents.

It also reduces the maintenance of braking system. An advantage ol this system is that it can be used on any vehicle with minor

modiftcaions to the transmksion und electrical systems. An Electromagnetic Braking system uses Magnetic force to engage

the brake, but the power rcquircd for hraking is transmitted manually. The disc is connected to a shaft and the electromagnet

is mounted on the fra*" .When elearicity is applied to the coil a magnetic fteld is developed scross the urmature because of
the current flo*ing ocross the coil and causes qrrnature to get qttracted towards the coil As a result, it develops a torqwe and

eventua!67, tlu vehictc corrr5 to resl- These brs.kes can be incorporuted in heavy vehicles as an auxiliary brake. The electromagnetic

brakes csn be asen in eonmercial vehicles by controlling the cuwent supplied to produce the magnetic flux- Making some improvements

in the br*es it can be used in sulomobiles in future.

I n der T e rm s - C o m p o n e ntlfo rm a tting,s4' I e,s q+ ling,in s erf,

I. INTR0DUCTIOI'{
A brake is a device, where it restricts motion. It is commonly
known that the brakes use friction to conYert kinetic energy into
heat. But the Electromagnetic brakes have been used as

supplementary retardation equipment in addition to the regular
friction brakes on heavy vehicles. They work on the principle of
electromagnetism. The working principle of this system is that

when the magnetic flux passes through and perpendicular to the

rotating wheel the eddy current flows opposite to the rotating

wheel/rotor direction. By using the elecfomagnetic brake as

supplementary retardation equipmeng the frictions brakes can

be used less frequently and therefore practically never reach

high temperattlres. In this research worlg with a view to
enhance to the braking system in automobile, a prototype

model is created and analyzed. It aims to minimize the brake

failure to avoid the road accidents. It also reduces the

maintenance of braking system. An advantage of this system is

that it can be used on any vehicle with minor modifications to
the transmission and electrical systems. Electromagaetic brakes

operate electrically, but transmit torque mechanically. This is

why they used to be referred to as electro-mechanical brakes.

Over the years, EM brakes became known as electromapetic,
referring to their actuation method. Since the brakes started

becoming popular over sixty years ago, the variety of
applications and brake desigrrs has increased dramatically, but
the basic operation remains the same

-:.ii :'r-i.i,j'; ]gl*i-lci'...ri Cli:ege *: ir;-:gt;ret; i:lg a::.1 Techno.t-'91 . )',t.'-i-r'', l-'. r,, ': ,:-, iIIi:'I1
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ABSTRACT

Many buildings in the present scenario have irregular configurations both in plan and

elevation. This in future may be subjected to devastating earthquakes. So it is also

necessary to enhance the seismic performance of asymmetric buildings by using seismic

control techniques. Total of 2 models, asymmetrical in plan (I-shape) are taken for analysis

to cover the broader spectrum of medium building for the seismic control of the structures

using pushover analysis, two different techniques were considered such as lead rubber

bearing isolator and fixed support, the analysls has been carried out using SAP2000V15'

The results of fixed support frame and other lead rubber isolator models have been

compared, the presence of lead rubber base isolator, top story drift get reduced as

compared with fixed support. For high rise buildings especially with the application of

isolation systems due to the massive increase in the story displacements suggesting the

lneffectiveness of the base isolators for high rise buildings successively the plastic hinge

pattern formed after carrying out the pushover analysis was also studied which indicated

that structural performance was considerably improved.

1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 GENERAL

The buildings with regular geometry and

uniformly distributed mass and stiffness in

plan as well as in elevation suffer much

less damage comPared to irregular
configurations. The promise of nonlinear
static analysis that is pushover analysis is
to produce structures with predictable

seismic peformance. Seismic isolation is
relatively recent and evolving technology.
The main feature of the base isolation
technology is that it introduces flexibility
in the struttures. Advantages of lead

rubber isolator with RC framed buildings
properly designed and detailed buildings
with lead rubber base isolator shown good

response in past earthquakes. Although
infill panels considerably enrich both the
strength and stiffness of the frame,
because of lack of knowledge of the
multiple behavior of the frame and infill,
their influence is not taken into account.

Hence the structural action of infill walls
cannot be neglected. Therefore, masonry

infill panel should be considered as

structural element. The main aim of the
present study is to illustrate the effect of
base isolation and masonry infill wall as

shell element on the response of low,

medium and high rise l-shape asymmetric
buildings,

Earthquake is unpredictable to the

engineers and after effects of such
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ABSTRACT

Thls paper presents the experimental investigation carried out to determine the mechanical

troperties of coir fibre reinforced high strength concrete of grade M50 incorporating fly ash

(FA) and densified silica fume (DSF). Three different compositions of coir fiber reinforced

concrete (CFRC) were made. First CFRC without additives, second CFRC made by 10oz'o

i-eplacement of cement mass with FA, in the third composition 10o/o of cement mass was

.eolaced rvith DSF, In each mentioned admixture, coir was added in its natural length by

a.4a/a of the binder volume. The mechanical properties viz,, compressive strength, flexural

tensile strength, density and elasticity modulus of all mixes has been determined. The

nvestigations revealed that adding coir fibres to high strength concrete caused a slight

reduction in density and compressive strength of concrete by about 1.5 and 1.2o/o

respectively. However, it improved the flexural tensile strength and dynamic elasticity

modulus by 4 and 9o/o. Improvement of ductility in presence of coir has been proven

through direct observation and experiment. Coir fiber reinforced concrete contains FA

presented the highest strength compared t: other mixes with about 8olo higher strength

compared to control concrete. It also presented the highest quality through sonic

investigation followed by CFRC without additive and CFRC incorporating 10olo DSF.

KEYWORDS: High Strength Concrete; Coir Fiber; Densified Silica Fume; Fly Ash;

Compressive Strength; Flexural Strength; Young Modulus.

GENERAL

Concrete is a mixture of various materials,

consist of cement, fine aggregate, coarse

aggregate and water which has emerged

as a dominant construction material for
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the infrastructural and building needs.

Concrete is probably the most extensively

used construction material in the world. It

is only second to water as the most

\
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Abstract-signal processing ranks among the rnost demanding applications of digital design

concepts. It is a rnature technology domain wherein the den-rands tbr enhanced perfbrmance and

reducecl resource r.rtilization have risen exponentially over the 1'-eals. Field Programmable Gate

A111a.u- (FPGA) clesign technology has becoming the prefened platfbrm tbr evaluating and

implementing signal processing algorithms. The advantages of the FPGA approach to digital filter

rrnplementation include higher sampling rates than are available fiorr-r traditional DSP chips. lorver

costs thal an application specific integrated circuit (ASIC) tbr rnoderate volume applications. and

more tlexibilit;-' than the alternate approaches. Since 1na11\' cument FPGA architectures are in-

s)'stem progralnmable. the configuration of the device rnal' be changed to irnplernent difl'erent

functionalit,v if required. This paper describes an approach to the implen'ierrtatiou of digital fiiter

basecl on tleld progralnlnable gate arrays (FPGAs) which is tlexible and provides perfbrmance

cornparable or superior to traditional approaches. lowpou'er. area-eff-rcient re-configurable digital

srg1al processing architectnre that is tailored for the realization of arbitrary response Finite impulse

response (FIR) filters.

lndex Terms-FlR Filter, FPGA, DSP chips.

I.INTRODUCTION

A Filter is freqr-tenc-v selective network,

which is used to modify an input signal irr

order to facilitate f-urther processing.

Basically there are tr'r'o types of filters-analog

and digital. D;'rital Filters ale u,idely used in

diftbrent areas. because Digital fllters have

the potential to attain much better signal to

noise ratio than analog filters. Tlie digital

filter perfbnns uoiseless mat

operatiolrs at each ir-rtermediate step in the

transfbnn and their precise reproducibility

allou,s design engineers to achieve

pertormance levels that are ditficult to obtain

with analog filters Digital filters operate on

nurnbers opposite to analog filters, which

operates on voltages. The basic operation of

digital filter is to take a seqlrence of inpr"rt

numbers and compute a diff-erent sequence of

output numbers. There exists a range of
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